• Improved classification and automated identification of double triggers, tidal volume, and other common types of PVA allowing more robust analysis of injurious patient-ventilator interactions
• Future plans include:
• Expansion to all mechanically ventilated patients at UCDMC, including the emergency department 4334  4477  4613  4759  4904  5037  5166  5284  5410  5533  5674  5811  5938  6070  6216  6352  6483  6596  6701  6807  6910  7010  7110  7211  7311  7411  7511  7611  7711  7811  7911  8011  8111  8211  8311  8411  8511  8611  8711  8811  8911  9011  9111  9211  9311  9411  9511  9611  9711  9811  9911  10011  10111  10211  10311  10411  10511  10611 Tidal Volume (mL) Mechanical ventilation is a life-saving intervention but is also associated with adverse effects including ventilator-induced lung injury (VILI). Patient-ventilator asynchrony (PVA) is thought to contribute to VILI, but the study of PVA has been hampered by limited access to the high frequency, large volume data streams produced by modern ventilators and a lack of robust PVA analytics. To address these limitations, we developed an automated pipeline for breath-by-breath analysis of mechanical ventilator waveform data.
Purpose

Methods
Results
Simulated pressure and flow time series data representing normal breaths and common forms of PVA were generated on mechanical ventilators, collected unobtrusively using wireless peripheral devices, and transmitted to a networked server for storage and analysis. Two critical care physicians reviewed waveforms to generate gold standard data sets of PVA events. Rule-based algorithms were developed to quantify inspiratory and expiratory tidal volumes (TV) and identify common PVA subtypes including double trigger and delayed termination asynchrony. Data were split randomly into derivation and validation sets. Algorithm performance was compared with ventilator reported values and clinician annotation.
The mean difference between algorithm-determined and ventilatorreported TVs was 3.1% (99% CI ± 1.36%). Algorithm agreement with clinician annotation was excellent for double trigger PVA and moderate for delayed termination PVA, with Kappa statistics of 0.85 and 0.58, respectively. In the validation data set (n = 492 breaths), double trigger asynchrony was detected with an overall accuracy of 94.1%, a sensitivity of 100%, and a specificity of 92.8%. 
